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Abstract We treat a quantum walk (QW) on the line whose quantum coin at each vertex tends to
be the identity as the distance goes to infinity. We obtain a limit theorem that this QW exhibits
localization with not an exponential but a “power-law” decay around the origin and a “strongly”
ballistic spreading called bottom localization in this paper. This limit theorem implies the weak
convergence with linear scaling whose density has two delta measures at x = 0 (the origin) and
x = 1 (the bottom) without continuous parts.
1 Introduction
Quantum walks (QWs) are considered as quantum counterparts of random walks [1]. Prim-
itive forms of QWs on lines have already appeared as discrete time and space analogue of
a relativistic motion of a free particle known as the Feynman checkerboard [2], and a toy
model to construct the quantum probability theory discussed in [3]. The QWs on the line
treated in our paper are denoted by a complex-valued sequence (γj)j∈Z (0 ≤ |γj| ≤ 1). The
square absolute value of each parameter γj assigned at each vertex j, |γj|2, corresponds to
a reflection strength at each vertex. For an extreme case, |γj| = 0 for all j, the walk has no
reflection. Thus in this case, the scaled distance from the origin weakly converges as follows:
Xn/n⇒ δ1(x) (n→∞),
where⇒ means weak convergence. The generating function is one of the effective tools to get
stochastic behaviors of QWs with |γj| < 1, for example, localization and weak convergence [5,
6, 7, 8]. The two functions g
(±)
j : C → C (j ∈ Z) determined by the following continued
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1
fraction relationship give an expression for the generating function [8].
g˜
(+)
j+1(z) = −
z2γj+1 + g˜
(+)
j
z2 + γj+1g˜
(+)
j
and g˜
(−)
j−1(z) = −
−z2γj−1 + g˜(−)j
z2 − γj−1g˜(−)j
. (1.1)
Indeed, for spatial homogeneous case, i.e., its coin parameters are γj = γ, the generating
function plays an important role to show that the walks belong to a universality class of
QWs [6, 7, 8], that is,
Xn/n⇒ cδ0(x) + (1− c)r(x)fK(x; ρ), (n→∞)
where fK(x; ρ) has anti-bell shape with the finite support |x| ∈ [0, ρ) (ρ =
√
1− |γ|2), and
c ∈ [0, 1) reflects a localization property, and the rational polynomial r(x) depends on the
setting of the walk, for example, the initial state [6, 11], boundary condition [7, 9], and
spatial one defect [8]. Here, fK(x; ρ) was first introduced by [11, 12] (2002)
fK(x; ρ) =
1{|x|<ρ}(x)|γ|
π(1− x2)
√
ρ2 − x2 . (1.2)
It has been a quite interesting problem to get a limit theorem corresponding to the
above weak convergences in the case of varied coin parameters in a whole vertices on the
line [13, 14, 15]. Recently, it was shown that QWs on the line are described by the CMV
matrix [18]. The CMV matrix is a minimal representation of recurrence relations between
the orthogonal polynomials of a measure µ on the unit circle determined by the Schur
parameter (γ0, γ1, . . . ) [16, 17]. There is a nice review on the relationship between QWs
and the CMV matrix [4]. A well developed theory of the spectral analysis of the CMV
matrix[19] advantages the analysis of QWs, especially, its spectrum. Indeed, for a sequence
of homogeneous Schur parameter γj = γ (0 < |γ| < 1), the spectral measure is described by
dµ(eiθ) = w(eiθ)
dθ
2π
+
∑
j
cjδ(e
iθ − eiθj), (1.3)
where w(eiθ) is an absolutely continuous part which has a finite support {θ ∈ [0, 2π); | cos θ| ≤
ρ}, and cj > 0 is a mass at eiθj . For the extreme cases, |γ| = 0 implies dµ becomes the
uniform measure on [0, 2π). The existence of the mass point gives localization property of
the QW [10]. On the other hand, the absolutely continuous part is related to a ballistic
transport, in fact, the real part of the support for the spectral measure, ρ, reflects the
stochastic property in the weak limit measure of the QW, that is, the walk frequency exists
between |x| ≤ ρn. The Schur function f : C → C has an important role to describe the
spectral measure. The Schur function is obtained by the following continuum fractional
expression known as the Schur algorithm:
f0(z) = f(z); fj+1(z) =
1
z
fj(z)− γj
1− γjfj(z) , j ≥ 0. (1.4)
Comparing Eq. (1.4) with Eq. (1.1), we get a relationship (see Lemma 3) which connects
the spectral analysis of the CMV matrix between the generating function of QWs. The QW
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treated here has position dependent coin parameters which tends to zero as the distance
from the origin goes to infinity. More concretely, the coin parameters are γj = 1/(r + j) for
j ∈ {0, 1, . . . } with r > 1. Our results on the QWs treated here suggest that this relationship
can be a key to get detailed stochastic behaviors of QWs from its spectral analysis. On the
other hand, Refs. [21] and [22] focus on an inclusive relationship between the recurrence
properties proposed by [20, 21] and its spectrum. We obtain an explicit expression for the
limit distribution outside the universality class. For our best knowledge, this is the first
result on an explicit expression for the limit distribution of a position dependent QW over
the whole vertices: we show co-existence of localization with power-law decay around the
origin and a strongly ballistic transport. (See Theorems 3 and 4.)
This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we give the definitions of the QWs on the
line and present its generating functions in a general setting. Connections between the CMV
matrix and the QWs are devoted in Sect. 3. Using this relationship obtained by Sect. 3,
we compute limit theorems concretely for a spatial dependent QW with the coin parameter
γj = 1/(r + j) in Sect. 4. Finally, we give a summary and discussion in Sect 5.
2 Generating function of quantum walks
From now on, we consider the three types of QWs; (i) first kind of QW on infinite half line
(H-QW(1)), (ii) second kind of QW on half infinite line (H-QW(2)), and (iii) QW on doubly
infinite line (D-QW). The detailed definitions are in the following:
Definition 1. We assign two dimensional unitary matrices {Hj}j∈Z at each vertex of Z.
Put the two Hilbert spaces considering here as H+ = span{δj,L, δj,R; j ∈ Z+} and H =
span{δj,L, δj,R; j ∈ Z}. The walks start with the initial state αδ0,L + βδ0,R where α, β ∈ C
with |α|2 + |β|2 = 1.
(1) First kind of QW on half line (H-QW(1))
Total state space: H+
Time evolution E = SC on H+:
C =
⊕
j∈Z+
Hj, (2.5)
Sδj,L =
{
δj−1,L : j ≥ 1
δ0,R : j = 0
, Sδj,R = δj+1,R. (2.6)
(2) Second kind of QW on half line (H-QW(2))
Total state space: H+
Time evolution E = SC on H+: We choose quantum coin at the origin and the initial
coin state so that 〈δ0,R, H0δ0,R〉 = 〈δ0,L, H0δ0,L〉 = 0, and β = 0. Then
C =
⊕
j∈Z+
Hj with (H0)δ0,J ,δ0,J = 0 for J ∈ {L,R}. (2.7)
Sδj,L = δj−1,L, Sδj,R = δj+1,R. (2.8)
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(3) QW on doubly infinite line (D-QW)
Total state space: H
Time evolution E = SC on H:
C =
⊕
j∈Z+
Hj (2.9)
Sδj,L = δj−1,L, Sδj,R = δj+1,R. (2.10)
We should remark that the subspace ofH+, span{{δ0,L}∪{δj,L, δj,R; j ≥ 1}}, is invariant
under the action of the time evolution of H-QW(2). Put 〈δj,L, Hjδj,L〉 = aj , 〈δj,L, Hjδj,R〉 =
bj , 〈δj,R, Hjδj,L〉 = cj , 〈δj,R, Hjδj,R〉 = dj. The matrix representations for the time evolutions
of H-QW(1), H-QW(2) and D-QW are expressed by E1, E2, and ED, respectively as follows:
E1 =

0 0 a1 b1
a0 b0 0 0
0 0 a2 b2
c0 d0 0 0
0 0 a3 b3
c1 d1 0 0
0 0
. . .
c2 d2
. . .
. . .

, E2 =

0 a1 b1
0 a2 b2
c0 0 0
0 0 a3 b3
c1 d1 0 0
0 0
. . .
c2 d2
. . .
. . .

ED =

. . .
. . .
a−1 b−1
. . . 0 0
0 0 a0 b0
c−2 d−2 0 0
0 0 a1 b1
c−1 d−1 0 0
0 0
. . .
c0 d0
. . .
. . .

,
where the orders of the basis in the above matrices for H-QW(1), H-QW(2) and D-QW are
((0, L), (0, R), (1, L), (1, R), (2, L), (2, R), . . . ), ((0, L), (1, L), (1, R), (2, L), (2, R), . . . )
and
(. . . , (−1, L), (−1, R), (0, L), (0, R), (1, L), (1, R), . . . ),
respectively. The following lemma obtained by [4, 10] is useful to simplify our model.
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Lemma 1. Put the quantum coin assigned at position j described by complex valued param-
eter γj with |γj| < 1 as
H
(γj)
j =
[
ρj γj
−γj ρj
]
(2.11)
where ρj =
√
1− |γj|2, and we put δj,L ∼= T [1, 0], δj,R ∼= T [0, 1] on the subspace of Hj ≡
span{δj,L, δj,R}. Then for each case of QW, i.e., H-QW(1), H-QW(2) and D-QW, with
quantum coins {Hj}j, there exists an infinite diagonal matrix D on H and a sequence of
complex-valued parameters γ ≡ (γj)j with |γj| < 1, such that
E = D†U (γ)D. (2.12)
Here U (γ) = SC(γ), where C(γ) =
⊕
j H
(γj)
j .
So we get a one-to-one correspondence between each QW and pair of the diagonal matrix
D and the parameters (γj)j. From now on, we concentrate on the walks with the time
evolution U (γ) for simplicity. We call (γj)j coin parameter.
Let Ξn : Z→M2(C) be defined by
Ξn(j) ≡
[〈δj,L, U (γ)nδ0,L〉 〈δj,L, U (γ)nδ0,R〉
〈δj,R, U (γ)nδ0,L〉 〈δj,R, U (γ)nδ0,L〉
]
(2.13)
We put Ξn(j) = 0 for negative j in the cases of H-QW(1) and (2). Define
Pj =
[
ρj γj
0 0
]
, Qj =
[
0 0
−γj ρj
]
, Rj =
[−γj ρj
0 0
]
, Sj =
[
0 0
ρj γj
]
. (2.14)
We call Ξn weight of passages with length n in the following sense: from a simple observation,
we obtain the following recursion equations : for H-QW(II) and D-QW,
Ξn(j) = Pj+1Ξn−1(j + 1) +Qj−1Ξn−1(j − 1), (2.15)
and for H-QW(I)
Ξn(j) =
{
Pj+1Ξn−1(j + 1) +Qj−1Ξn−1(j − 1) j ≥ 1,
P1Ξn−1(j + 1) + S0Ξn−1(0) j = 0.
(2.16)
For z ∈ C with |z| ≤ 1, we denote a generating function with respect to time n as
Ξ˜j(z) ≡
∑
n≥0 Ξn(j)z
n. Here to express the generating function, we define g˜
(±)
j (z) in the
following continued-fraction representation: for j ∈ Z,
g˜
(+)
j (z) =
− z
2
γj+1
(
1− ρ2j+1
1+γj+1g˜
(+)
j+1(z)
)
, : γj+1 6= 0
z2g˜
(+)
j+1 : γj+1 = 0
(2.17)
g˜
(−)
j (z) =
− z
2
γj−1
(
1− ρ
2
j−1
1−γj−1g˜
(−)
j−1(z)
)
, : γj−1 6= 0,
z2g˜
(−)
j−1(z), : γj−1 = 0.
(2.18)
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We call g˜
(+)
j (z) (resp. g˜
(−)
j (z)) “positive (resp. negative) j-th g-function” , respectively. We
should note that for j ≥ 0, g˜(+)j (z) only depends on at most parameters (γ1, γ2, . . . ) and also
g˜
(+)
j (z) only depends on at most parameters (γ−1, γ−2, . . . ). To emphasize its dependences,
we sometimes denote g˜
(+)
j (z) ≡ g˜(+), (γ1,γ2,... )j (z) for j ≥ 0, and g˜(−)j (z) ≡ g˜(−), (γ−1,γ−2,... )j (z)
for j ≤ 0.
Denote F
(+)
n (j) (resp. F
(−)
n (j)) as the weight of all passages which start from j and
return to the same position j at time n avoiding {i ∈ Z : i < j} (resp. {i ∈ Z : i > j})
throughout the time interval 0 < s < n, respectively. Indeed, the generating function
F˜
(±)
j (z) ≡
∑
n≥1 F
(±)
j (n)z
n can be expressed by using g˜
(+)
j (z) and g˜
(−)
j (z) as follows:
F˜
(+)
j (z) =
{
g˜
(+)
j (z)Rj : H-QW(2) and D-QW,
g˜
(+)
j (z)Rj + zδ0(j)S0 : H-QW(1),
(2.19)
F˜
(−)
j (z) = g˜
(−)
j (z)Sj . (2.20)
Then we give an expression for the generating function using {g˜(+)j (z)}j∈N and {g˜(−)j (z)}j∈N
in the following lemma. We put ρ−1 = 0 for H-QW(1) and H-QW(2) cases.
Lemma 2.
(1) If j = 0, then
Ξ˜0(z) =

1
1−γ0z+(γ0−z)g˜
(+)
0 (z)
[
1− γ0z ρ0g˜(+)0 (z)
ρ0z 1 + γ0g˜
(+)
0 (z)
]
, : H-QW(1),
1
1−g˜
(+)
0 (z)
[
1 0
0 1− g˜(+)0 (z)
]
, : H-QW(2),
1
1+γ0g˜
(+)
0 (z)−γ0g˜
(−)
0 (z)−g˜
(+)
0 (z)g˜
(−)
0 (z)
[
1− γ0g˜(−)0 (z) ρ0g˜(+)0 (z)
ρ0g˜
(−)
0 (z) 1 + γ0g˜
(+)
0 (z)
]
, : D-QW
(2.21)
(2) if |j| ≥ 1, then
Ξ˜j(z) =

{
δ1(j) + (1− δ1(j))λ˜(+)j−1(z) · · · λ˜(+)1 (z)
}[λ˜(+)j (z)g˜(+)j (z)
z
] [
−γ0 ρ0
]
Ξ˜0(z) : j ≥ 1,
{
δ−1(j) + (1− δ−1(j))λ˜(−)j+1(z) · · · λ˜(−)1 (z)
}[ z
λ˜
(−)
j (z)g˜
(−)
j (z)
] [
ρ0 γ0
]
Ξ˜0(z) : j ≤ −1,
(2.22)
where λ˜
(+)
j (z) = zρj/(1 + γj g˜
(+)
j (z)), λ˜
(−)
j (z) = zρj/(1− γj g˜(−)j (z)).
Proof. As consequences of the D-QW case, we obtain the H-QWs (1) and (2) cases as follows:
We omit the proof of the D-QW because we can see the detailed proof in [8].
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(1) H-QW(1) case: Put Ξ˜j,D(z) as the generating function at position j whose coin param-
eters are γ2j = αj , γ2j−1 = 0, (j 6= 0), = −1, (j = 0) for j ∈ Z. We put its g-functions
as {g˜(+)j,D(z)}j and {g˜(−)j,D(z)}j . On the other hand, Ξ˜j,H(1)(z) as the generating function
at position j whose coin parameters are γj = αj for j ∈ Z+. We put its g-functions as
{g˜(+)j,H(1)(z)}j and {g˜(−)j,H(1)(z)}j . From the definition of H-QW(1), we have
Ξ˜j,H(1)(z
2) = Ξ˜2j,D(z), (j ∈ Z+) (2.23)
Note that
g˜
(+)
2j,D(z) = −
z4
αj+1
(
1− |ρj+1|
2
1 + αj+1g˜
(+)
2j+2,D(z)
)
, (2.24)
which implies g˜
(+)
2j,D(z) = g˜
(+)
j,H(1)(z
2). Also note that g˜
(−)
0,D(z) = z
2. Therefore substitut-
ing the above expressions of g˜
(±)
0,D(z) into Eq. (2.21) for D-QW case and Eq. (2.22), we
have the generating function for γ2j = αj , γ2j−1 = 0, (j 6= 0), = −1, (j = 0) (j ∈ Z)
case. Then from Eq. (2.23), we obtain Eq. (2.21) for H-QW(1) case.
(2) H-QW(2) case: The definition of the H-QW(2) yields that replacing g˜
(−)
0 (z) = 0 and
γ0 = −1 for D-QW case in EQ. (2.21) gives the generating function for H-QW(2) in
Eq. (2.21).
Combining Lemma 2 with the spatial Fourier analysis, we obtain the following weak limit
theorems for H-QW(1)[9], H-QW(2)[7], and D-QW [11] with homogeneous coin parameter
γj = γ ∈ C with 0 < |γ| < 1.
Theorem 1 ([7],[9],[11]). The walks with coin parameter αj = γ start at the origin with the
initial coin states T [α, β] (for H-QW(1), and D-QW), and T [1, 0] (H-QW(2)), respectively.
Then we have
Xn
n
⇒ cδ0(x) + w(x)fK(x; ρ) (n→∞), (2.25)
where
c =

Re2(γ)
1−Im2(γ)
|α + βν(γ)|2 1+ν2(γ)
1−ν2(γ)
: H-QW(1)
1{|γ|2+Re(γ)>0}(γ)
2(|γ|2+Re(γ))
|1+γ|2
: H-QW(2)
0 : D-QW
(2.26)
w(x) =

1{x≥0}(x)
2|γ|3/ρ2·{|α|2+|−γα+ρβ|2+2ρIm(γ)Im(−γα+ρβ)}x2
Re2(γ)+Im2(γ)x2
: H-QW(1)
1{x≥0}(x)
2|γ|2(1+Re(γ))x2
(|γ|2+Re(γ))2+Im2(γ)x2
: H-QW(2)
1− (|α|2 − |β|2 + 2Re(γαβ)/ρ)x : D-QW
(2.27)
Here ρ =
√
1− |γ|2, and ν(γ) = sgn(Re(γ))/ρ ·
{√
1− Im2(γ)− |Re(γ)|
}
.
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The RHS of the first term in Eq. (2.25) provides localization (see Theorem. 2), and the
second term provides the ballistic transport. The shape of the weight function w(x) in
Eq. (2.27) depends on the boundary condition and initial state. On the other hand, we see
fK(s; ρ) commonly for each case. In these cases, the fK(x; ρ) defined in Eq. (1.2) appears as
the Jacobian for the change of the variables x = ∂θ(k)/∂k, i.e.,
fK(x; ρ) =
1
π ∂
2θ(k)
∂k2
∣∣∣∣
x=∂θ(k)/∂k
, (2.28)
where θ(k) is the argument of the singular point for the Fourier transform of the generating
function. See Refs. [8, 9], for example, for more detailed computations aroud here.
3 Relation between spectral analysis of CMV matrix
and generating function
Let L2µ be the Hilbert space of µ-square integrable functions whose inner product is
(f, g)µ =
∫
|z|=1
f(z)g(z)dµ, f, g ∈ L2µ.
Let U be a unitary time evolution on H. We consider a complete orthogonal basis system
of L2µ from the order-set {1, z−1, z, z−2, z2, . . . }. Put {χj}j as the orthogonal basis system.
Then χ0(z) = 1,
χ2j−1(z) ∈ span{1, z−1, z1, . . . , z−j}, (3.29)
χ2j(z) ∈ span{1, z−1, z1, . . . , z−j , zj}. (3.30)
Thus we obtain the following integral representation:
(χm, z
nχl)µ =
∫
|z|=1
znχm(z)χl(z)dµ(z)
In general, there exists a complex-valued sequence called Schur parameter (γ0, γ1, . . . ) with
|γj| < 1 which denotes five recursion relation between {χm}m, that is, (C)l,m = (χl, zχm)µ:
C =

γ0 ρ0γ1 ρ0ρ1 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
ρ0 −γ0a1 −γ0ρ1 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
0 ρ1γ2 −a1γ2 ρ2γ3 ρ2ρ3 0 0 0 . . .
0 ρ1ρ2 −γ1ρ2 −γ2γ3 −γ2ρ3 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 ρ3γ4 −γ3γ4 ρ4γ5 ρ4ρ5 0 . . .
0 0 0 ρ3ρ4 −γ3ρ4 −γ4γ5 −γ4ρ5 0 . . .
...
...
...
...
...
. . .

,
where ρj =
√
1− |γj|2. C is called the CMV matrix. Conversely, if we get (γ0, γ1, . . . ),
the measure on the unit circle is uniquely determined. In fact, the following procedure is
a standard method to get the measure from the Schur parameter. Let f(z) be the Schur
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function with the Schur parameter (γ0, γ1, . . . ). The Schur function is obtained by the
following continuum fractional expression known as Schur algorithm:
f0(z) = f(z); fj+1(z) =
1
z
fj(z)− γj
1− γjfj(z) , j ≥ 0. (3.31)
To emphasize the dependence of γj’s, we express fj as f
(γ0,γ1,... )
j . The Caratheodory function
of the Schur parameter (γ0, γ1, · · · ) are defined by
F (z) =
1 + zf(z)
1− zf(z) . (3.32)
An equivalent expression for F (z) is
F (z) =
∫
|z|=1
t+ z
t− z dµ(t).
The measure dµ is decomposed into dµ(eiθ) = w(eiθ) dθ
2π
+dµs(e
iθ), where w(eiθ) is absolutely
continuous part called weight, and µs is singular part. The weight can be obtained by
w(eiθ) = lim
r↑1
Re(F (reiθ)) (3.33)
The singular points are concentrated on {eiθ : limr↑1Re(F (r(eiθ))) =∞}, moreover the mass
points are given by
µ({eiθ}) = lim
r↑1
1− r
2
F (reiθ). (3.34)
Now we present an expression of the CMV matrix by using second kind of QW. Let He ≡
span{{δ0,L} ∪ {δ2j,R, δ2j,L; j ≥ 1}} ⊂ H+, Ho ≡ span{δ2j+1,R, δ2j+1,L; j ≥ 0} ⊂ H+. Then
we obtain a relation between QW and the CMV matrix:
Proposition 1. Let U be the time evolution of second kind of QW on half line.
C ∼= U2|He , TC ∼= U2|Ho . (3.35)
Proof. The CMV matrix C is decomposed into C = LM, where
L = diag(Θ0,Θ2,Θ4, . . . ), M = diag(1,Θ3,Θ5, . . . ), with Θj =
[
γj ρj
ρj −γj
]
. (3.36)
We interpret M as M : He →Ho by relabeling raws and columns of M as
(1, R), (1, L), (3, R), (3, L), . . . and (0, L), (2, R), (2, L), (4, R), . . . , respectively. A simple ob-
servation gives M = U |He . Conversely, relabeling raws and columns of L as
(0, L), (2, R), (2, L), (4, R), . . . as (1, R), (1, L), (3, R), (3, L), . . . , respectively, we obtain L =
U |Ho . So we complete the proof.
The existence of mass points, i.e., “eigenvalues” in the spectrum of the corresponding
CMV matrix ensures the localization of QWs. In fact, the limit measure of the localiza-
tion is obtained by the orthogonal projection onto the eigenspaces of the initial state. We
give the following theorem with respect to localization for a space homogeneous case whose
parameters are γj = γ.
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Theorem 2 ([10]). The walks start at the origin with the initial coin state T [α, β] (for
H-QW(1)) and T [1, 0] (for H-QW(2)), respectively.
lim
t→∞
P (X
(I)
t = j) =
|Re(γ)|2
1− Im(γ)2 |α+ βνI(γ)|
2(1 + ν2I (γ))ν
2j
I (γ),
P (X
(II)
t = j) ∼ 1{|γ|2+Re(γ)>0}(γ)
1 + (−1)n+j
2
( |γ|2 + Re(γ)
(1 + γ)2
)2(
1 +
1{j≥1}(j)
ν2II(γ)
)
ν2jII (γ),
where
νI(γ) =
sgn(Re(γ))
ρ
{√
1− Im(γ)2 − |Re(γ)|
}
and νII(γ) =
ρ
|1 + γ| .
We should remark that the summation over the positions is strictly smaller than one.
The missing value is characterized by Theorem. 1.
In the following, we propose a useful connection between spectral analysis of the CMV
matrix and generating function of QWs. The derivation of the above lemma is due to just
a simple comparing between Eqs. (2.17) and (3.31).
Lemma 3.
g˜
(+), (γ1,γ2,... )
j (z) = z
2f
(γ1,γ2,... )
j (z
2) : j ≥ 0, (3.37)
g˜
(−), (γ
−1,γ−2,... )
j (z) = z
2f
(−γ
−1,−γ−2,... )
|j| (z
2) : j ≤ 0, (3.38)
In the next section, we show an example that the connection works well to get a stochastic
behaviors of a QW whose quantum coin at each vertex tends to be transparent as the distance
goes to infinity.
4 Stochastic behaviors of spatial dependent quantum
walks
Now in this section, we consider H-QW(I) with coin parameter
γj = 1/(r + j) (r > 1). (4.39)
For each time n ∈ N, define a map µn : Z+ → [0, 1] as
µn(j) = ||ΠjU (γ)(αδ0,L + βδ0,R)||2 = ||Ξn(j)ϕ0||2,
where Πj is orthogonal projection onto subspace spanned by δj,L and δj,R, and ϕ0 =
T [α, β].
From the unitarity of the time evolution,
∑
j≥0 µn(j) = 1. So we call µn distribution of QW
at time n. We also define a dual distribution of µn as µ˜n(j) ≡ µn(n − j). In this section,
our interest focuses on the sequence of distributions (µn)n∈N and (µ˜n)n∈N. Put for each time
n, a random variable Xn following µn, that is, P (Xn = j) = µn(j). To get its generating
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function, first of all, we consider its spectrum as follows. The Schur function for the Schur
parameter (γ0, γ1, . . . ) is known as (see for example [4])
fj(z) =
1
r + j − (r − 1 + j)z , j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}. (4.40)
On the other hand, combining Lemma 3 with Eq. (4.40) implies
g˜
(+),(γ1,γ2,... )
j (z) =
z2
r + 1 + j − (r + j)z2 . (4.41)
Equations (3.32) and (4.40) imply
F (z) =
(z + 1)(z − r/(r − 1))
(z − 1)(z + r/(r − 1)) . (4.42)
Then from Eqs. (3.33), (3.34) and (4.42), the spectral measure is
dν(eiθ) =
cos2 θ
2
cos2 θ
2
+ 1
4r(r−1)
dθ
2π
+
1
2r − 1δ(e
iθ − 1). (4.43)
Note that the coin parameter γ = 0 means that its quantum coin is the identity, that is,
perfect transmission. In our model, since γj → 0 (j → ∞), quantum coin assigned at each
vertex tends to the identity as the distance from the origin increases. The full unit circle
θ ∈ [0, 2π) of the support for absolutely continuous part of RHS in Eq. (4.43) reflects its
argument, since the support of the measure for the QW with coin parameter (0, 0, . . . ) is
also on the full unit circle θ ∈ [0, 2π). Therefore, at the first glance, it seems that the walker
gets farther and farther away from the origin. Nevertheless, the measure has also mass point
at θ = 0. This fact predicts the opposite property, that is, “localization” at the origin as
we have already seen other QW models, for example [4, 10]. So what happens to this walk?
The following theorem gives its answer.
Theorem 3. Assume that H-QW(1) whose coin parameter is (γ0, γ1, . . . ) with γj = 1/(r+j)
(r > 1) is located at the origin with the initial coin state ϕ0 =
T [α, β] (|α|2+ |β|2 = 1). Then
we have
(1) (Localization around the origin)
lim
n→∞
µn(j) =
r2 − 1
(r − 1 + j)(r + 1 + j)µ
o
∞, (4.44)
where
µo∞ =
2r2
(1 + r)2(1− 2r)2
∣∣∣α√1− 1/r + β√1 + 1/r∣∣∣2 .
(2) (Localization around the bottom)
lim
n→∞
µ˜n(j) =

r
r+1
∣∣∣−α/r + β√1− 1/r2∣∣∣2 : j = 0,
r−1
r
∣∣∣α√1− 1/r2 + β/r∣∣∣2 : j = 1,
1
r(r+1)(r−1)2
∣∣∣α r2+r−1r−1 − β√r2 − 1∣∣∣2 (1−rr )2j : j ≥ 2.
(4.45)
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Moreover c0 + c1 = 1, with c0 =
∑
j≥0 limn→∞ µn(j), c1 =
∑
j≥0 limn→∞ µ˜n(j).
The contribution of the mass point in Eq. (4.43) is localization of the QW around the ori-
gin with not exponential but power-law decay. On the other hand, the absolutely continuous
part in Eq. (4.43) gives a “strongly” ballistic behavior of the QW, in that, as n→∞,
µn([τ(n− j)])→
{
0 (0 < τ < 1)
µ˜∞(j) > 0 (τ = 1)
Moreover µ˜∞(j) is exponential decay, like usual localization however around bottom. We
call “bottom localization” to this kind of ballistic transport. Appropriate choice of initial
coin state gives opposite properties in this walk, i.e., localizations at the origin and bottom
simultaneously.
By the way, let us consider the assertion of Eq. (4.45) in j = 0 and j = 1 cases. We can
compute directly the weights of two kinds of paths, “right → right → right → · · · right”
and “stay → right → right → · · · right”, which corresponds to j = 0 and j = 1 cases,
respectively. From Eq. (2.16),
Ξn(n) = Pn−1 · · ·P1P0 = ρn · · ·ρ1P0
=
√
r
r + 1
(
1 +
1
r + n
)
P0
→
√
r
r + 1
P0 (n→∞)
Ξn−1(n) = Pn−2 · · ·P0S0 = ρn−1 · · · ρ0S0
=
√
r − 1
r
(
1 +
1
r + n− 1
)
S0
→
√
r − 1
r
S0 (n→∞)
Indeed, we have
lim
n→∞
µ˜n(n) =
r
r + 1
||P0ϕ0||2 = r
r + 1
∣∣∣−α/r + β√1− 1/r2∣∣∣2 ,
lim
n→∞
µ˜n(n− 1) = r − 1
r
||S0ϕ0||2 = r − 1
r
∣∣∣α√1− 1/r2 + β/r∣∣∣2 .
Thus
Remark 1. Equation (4.45) in cases j = 0 and j = 1 yields that the two infinite paths itself
are “localized” in the above sense.
To prove Theorem 3, we prepare the following key lemma with respect to the weight of
passage Ξj(n) in a closed form. We give its proof in the last part of this section.
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Figure 1: Numerical simulation of H-QW(1) with coin parameter γj = 1/(3 + j): the
horizontal and vertical axes depict position and µ200 with the initial coin state [1/
√
2, 1/
√
2],
respectively.
Lemma 4. The weight of passage is decomposed into three parts.
Ξj(n) = Lj(n) +Bj(n) + Ij(n), (4.46)
where Lj(n), Bj(n) and Ij(n) are defined in Eqs. (4.61), (4.62) and (4.63), respectively.
Moreover for fixed j, limn→∞ Ij(n) = limn→∞ In−j(n) = 0,
lim
n→∞
Lj(n) =
√
r(r − 1)
(r + 1)(2r − 1)2
1√
r + j
[
1/
√
r + 1 + j
1/
√
r − 1 + j
]
†l (4.47)
lim
n→∞
Bn−j(n) = − 1√
r(r + 1)(r − 1)4
[
1
0
]{(
1− r
r
)j
†bE + δ0(j)
†b0 + δ1(j)
†b1
}
(4.48)
and limn→∞Bj(n) = limn→∞ Ln−j(n) = 0.
Here
bE =
[
1− r − r2
(r − 1)√r2 − 1
]
, b0 =
[
2r − 1
−(r − 1)√r2 − 1
]
, b1 =
[
1
0
]
, l =
[√
r − 1√
r + 1
]
. (4.49)
Remark 2. From the linear independence of b0, b1 and bE ∈ C2, the strongly ballistic
spreading, i.e., bottom localization, is always ensured for all initial coin state ϕ0 in this walk.
On the other hand, choosing an appropriate initial coin state so that 〈ϕ0, l〉 = 0 eliminates
localization at the origin.
Proof of Theorem 3. The first term of RHS in Eq. (4.46), Lj(n), contributes localization
with power-law around the origin corresponding to part (1) in Theorem 3, while the second
term, Bj(n), gives the bottom localization corresponding to part (2). The finial term, Ij(n),
is an intermediate term between first and second terms. Lemma 4 implies that
µ∞(j) = || lim
n→∞
Lj(n)ϕ0||2, µ˜∞(j) = || lim
n→∞
Bn−j(n)ϕ0||2. (4.50)
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Algebraic computations of RHS in Eq. (4.50) give desired conclusion.

Theorem 4.
(1) (Weak convergence)
Xn
n
⇒ c0δ0(x) + c1δ1(x) (n→∞), (4.51)
where c0 =
∑
j≥0 µ∞(j), c1 = 1− c0 =
∑
j≥0 µ˜∞(j).
(2) (Large deviation type convergence) For the initial state ϕ with 〈ϕ0, l〉 = 0, we have
lim
n→∞
1
n
logP
(
1− Xn
n
> ǫ
)
= ǫ log
(
1− r
r
)2
. (4.52)
Proof.
(1) As a consequence of Theorem 3, we immediately obtain part (1).
(2) Now we consider
P (1−Xn/n > ǫ) =
n∑
j=[nǫ]
〈Ξn−j(n)ϕ0,Ξn−j(n)ϕ0〉 (4.53)
for large n. The initial state 〈ϕ0, l〉 = 0 implies that we only estimate Bn−j(n) and
In−j(n), that is,
Ξ∗n−j(n)Ξn−j(n) =
B∗n−j(n)Bn−j(n) + I
∗
n−j(n)In−j(n) +B
∗
n−j(n)In−j(n) + I
∗
n−j(n)Bn−j(n).
We extract the essential parts of Bn−j(n)
∗Bn−j(n), Bn−j(n)
∗In−j(n) and In−j(n)
∗In−j(n)
which are directly related to the summation in RHS of Eq. (4.53) as follows:(
1− 1
r + n− j
)
τ 2j ,
τ 2j
r + n− j , and
τ 2j
(r + n− j)(r + n− j + 1) ,
respectively, where τ = (1−r)/r (see Eqs. (4.61) and (4.63) for the explicit expressions
for Bj(n) and Ij(n)). Put
An,ǫ ≡
n∑
j=[nǫ]
τ 2j ∼ τ
2nǫ
1− τ 2 (1− τ
2n(1−ǫ)).
Note that
n∑
j≥nǫ
τ 2j
(r + n− j)(r + n− j + 1) ≤
n∑
j≥nǫ
τ 2j
r + n− j ≤
1
r
An,ǫ.
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Then we have the RHS of Eq. (4.53) is rewritten as
n∑
j=[nǫ]
〈Ξn−j(n)ϕ0,Ξn−j(n)ϕ0〉 ∼ τ
2nǫ
1− τ 2 (1 +O(1)) . (4.54)
Therefore
lim
n→∞
1
n
logP (1−Xn/n > ǫ) = ǫ log τ 2.
Finally, we give the proof of Lemma 4.
Proof of Lemma 4.
At first, we decompose Ξn−j(n) as Ξn−j(n) = ΠLΞn−j(n)+ΠRΞn−j(n), where ΠJ is projection
onto basis δJ (J ∈ {L,R}). For small δ < 1,
Ξj(n) =
1
2πi
∫
|z|=δ
Ξ˜j(z)
dz
zn+1
.
So we have
ΠLΞn−j(n) =
1
2πi
∫
|z|=δ
λ˜
(+)
n−j · · · λ˜(+)1 g˜(+)n−j
[−1/r + z √1− 1/r2
0 0
]
1
Λ˜0
dz
zn+1
, (4.55)
ΠRΞn−j(n) =
1
2πi
∫
|z|=δ
λ˜
(+)
n−j−1 · · · λ˜(+)1
[
0 0
−1/r + z √1− 1/r2
]
1
Λ˜0
dz
zn
. (4.56)
Since λ˜
(+)
j is expressed by
λ˜
(+)
j = z
√
r + j − 1
r + j + 1
(r + j + 1)− (r + j)z2
(r + j)− (r + j − 1)z2 ,
we obtain
λ˜
(+)
j · · · λ˜(+)1 =
1 + 1/r
z2 − (r + 1)/r
{√
r + j
r + j − 1 − z
2
√
r + j − 1
r + j
}
zj−1. (4.57)
Moreover
1
Λ˜0
=
−r2
1− r2
z2 − r+1
r(
z − r
1−r
)
(z − 1) . (4.58)
Substituting Eqs. (4.57) and (4.58) into Eqs. (4.55) and (4.56),
ΠLΞn−j(n) =
−
√
r3
(r−1)2(r+1)√
(r + n− j + 1)(r + n− j)
×
∫
|z|=δ
1(
z − r
r+1
)
(z − 1)
[−1/r + z √1− 1/r2
0 0
]
dz
2πizj−1
, (4.59)
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ΠRΞn−j(n) =
√
r3
(r − 1)2(r + 1)
√
1− 1
r + n− j
×
∫
|z|=δ
{
z + 1
z − r
1−r
− 1
r + n− j − 1
1(
z − r
1−r
)
(z − 1)
}
[
0 0
−1/r + z
√
1− 1/r2
]
dz
2πizj+1
. (4.60)
Direct computations of the residues at z = 0 in the integrands of RHSs of Eqs. (4.59) and
(4.60), respectively, lead to
Ξj(n) = Bj(n) + Lj(n) + Ij(n),
where
Bn−j(n) = −
√
1− 1
r + n− j
1√
r(r + 1)(r − 1)4
[
1
0
]
×
{(
1− r
r
)j
†bE + δ0(j)
†b0 + δ1(j)
†b1
}
, (4.61)
Lj(n) =
√
r(r − 1)
(r + 1)(2r − 1)2
1√
r + j
[
1/
√
r + 1 + j
1/
√
r − 1 + j
]
†l, (4.62)
Ij(n) =
(
1−r
r
)n−j
√
r + j
[
r3/((r − 1)4(2r − 1)2(r + 1)) · 1/√r + j + 1
1/
√
r(r + 1) · 1/√r + j − 1
]
†bE. (4.63)
Obviously, from Eqs. (4.61), (4.62) and (4.63), we obtain limn→∞ Ij(n) = limn→∞ In−j(n) =
limn→∞Bj(n) = limn→∞Ln−j(n) = 0, and
lim
n→∞
Lj(n) =
√
r(r − 1)
(r + 1)(2r − 1)2
1√
r + j
[
1/
√
r + 1 + j
1/
√
r − 1 + j
]
†l,
lim
n→∞
Bn−j(n) = − 1√
r(r + 1)(r − 1)4
[
1
0
]{(
1− r
r
)j
†bE + δ0(j)
†b0 + δ1(j)
†b1
}
.
We complete the proof.

5 Summary and Discussion
We considered a connection between the Schur function which gives the spectrum of the
CMV matrix and a generating function of QWs (Lemma 3). We presented an application of
this relationship to analysis of stochastic behavior of QWs (Section 4). In the H-QW(1) with
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parameters defined by Eq. (4.39), we showed that opposite properties happen simultaneously,
that is, localization with a power-law decay around the origin and an “extreme” ballistic
spreading called bottom localization.
Finally, we discuss the second kind of QW on the half line corresponding to the first
kind of QW discussed in Sect. 4. As we will see below, the non existence of just one self
loop at the origin has large effect on a behavior of the bottom localization. Indeed, from
a similar fashion of Sect. 4, applying Lemmas 2 and 3 to H-QW(2), we have the following
limit theorem corresponding to Theorem 3.
Theorem 5. Limit theorems for H-QW(2)
(1) (Localization around the origin)
lim
n→∞
µn(j) ∼ 1 + (−1)
n+j
2
×
{(
1
r+1
)2
: j = 0,
2r/(r+1)
(r−1+j)(r+1+j)
: j ≥ 1 (5.64)
(2) (Localization around the bottom)
lim
n→∞
µ˜n(j) =
(
1− 1
1 + r
)
δ0(j). (5.65)
Moreover c0 + c1 = 1, with c0 =
∑
j≥0 limn→∞ µn(j), c1 =
∑
j≥0 limn→∞ µ˜n(j).
Therefore, the contribution of the bottom localization for H-QW(2) is just nothing but
the weight of “right → right → · · · ” path itself. We leave the doubly infinite case to the
readers applying Lemmas 2 and 3.
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